7 Intelligent Insights
for SaaS Product Leaders

THE INTELLIGENT BILLING ADVANTAGE
As someone responsible for steering the success of a SaaS
platform, your typical day may involve anything from strategy
planning and heading up cross-functional team meetings to
running SQL queries. Keeping everything on track can be a
challenge, especially when you’re saddled with an outmoded
billing system.
Having to work within the constraints of a legacy billing platform
not only increases your workload, but it can leave you in the
dark in terms of valuable insights you could be missing out on.
That’s why an increasing number of product leaders at SaaS
organizations are turning to intelligent billing platforms.
Intelligent billing platforms allow you to dynamically track
and bill on a global scale for anything that can be measured.
You can bundle, price and charge for a wide range of use
cases, while accurately processing usage allowances and
overage charges. Unlocking billing intelligence at your
organization also provides your team with specific insights that
can be leveraged to streamline product management and boost
revenue.

Here are seven insights SaaS companies
stand to gain by ditching a legacy billing
system in favor of an intelligent platform.
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For organizations of

all sizes, billing, revenue

management, and

monetization are central

to driving growth and

profitability. The flexibility and

configurability of these new

solutions offer the promise of

business agility—making the billing

system a core enabler rather than

a barrier to business change.

— Andrew Dailey, Managing Director, MGI Research
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SUPPLY & DEMAND

INTELLIGENT BILLING
ROADMAP INSIGHTS

Develop new products and features
based on customer usage trends.
What products and services do your customers actually
want from you? Would these features integrate well with
your current offering? Or do they warrant developing a
whole new product? Bundling a wide array of services
together is great, but what if a majority of your
customers are using only a few of those offered?

Usage

An intelligent billing platform can give you
valuable insights into who is using your products,
how they are using them, and most importantly,
how they want to use them. This kind of data
empowers you to make more informed
decisions on what products and features
to develop, and how to bundle them
for success.

How do they want to use them?

Who is using your products?
How do they use them?
When do they use them?

Billing
What are they willing to pay for?
How much are they willing to pay?
How do they want to pay?
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PRODUCT TRAJECTORY
Balance your product roadmap
with emerging customer needs.

Having a firm handle on where your product is heading
is key to remaining competitive and keeping your business
on-course. But you need to stay responsive to the immediate
needs of your current customers at the same time, which can
create somewhat of a balancing act.
Intelligent billing enables you to keep your product trajectory
on track and remain responsive to customer needs with
reliable information on how your products and features
are performing. This gives you the freedom and flexibility
to make improvements, like dropping in new features and
removing those that your customers are no longer using.
More importantly, you can make those improvements
without having to re-architect your entire pricing structure
or disrupt your customers’ billing experience.
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PRODUCT VALUE

Maintain accurate billing
while adding or dropping features.
One key aspect of maintaining product trajectory is ensuring
that billing processes remain aligned with product value.
Adding new services and sunsetting those features that
aren’t adding customer value can impact resource and capital
requirements. Ultimately, when you increase the value of
your product, you boost the value for your customers, thereby
creating new paths to greater revenue.
Intelligent billing offers reporting capabilities on account
upgrades and downgrades as well as billing matters,
including invoices due, payment activity, and payment
recognition. This detailed reporting capability enables you
to track account-level service upgrades and downgrades to
ensure that you don’t undercharge—or worse—overcharge
your customers for the services you provide.
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TOP GROWTH ACTIVITIES
FOR SAAS BUSINESSES1

89

%

CUSTOMER GROWTH RATE

Track customer acquisition rate against
revenue projections.

New Customer
Acquisition
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Equally important to maintaining your product’s evolution
is the need to continuously expand your customer base.
Intelligent billing allows you to accurately measure and track
your customer acquisition rate month-over-month. Reports
on monthly recurring revenue and customer accounts make
it easy to stay on top of not only customer growth rate, but
also broader, overarching values like Customer Acquisition
Cost (CAC).

Existing Customer
Renewals
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Upselling &
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With 89% of SaaS businesses listing new customer
acquisition a top priority, this data is essential to driving
sustainable and predictable business growth.

59

%
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RESOURCE PRIORITIZATION

Allocate product development resources
where they’re needed most.
A key factor to keep in mind when plotting your product
roadmap is resource availability. If you’re like most SaaS
companies, you’re moving fast, and resources can be a
challenge when you’re trying to stay agile. Customer usage
trends can help you prioritize your resources, ensuring you
invest them where they’re needed most.
This, in turn, makes it easier to roadmap the areas of your
platform you should build out first so that you can keep your
growth trajectory on track—meeting revenue goals while
continuing to refine your long-term product strategy.
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PROFIT MANAGEMENT

Monetize new business opportunities while
minimizing revenue leakage.
Keeping your business on track means keeping it profitable.
That means staying on pace with revenue projections,
identifying opportunities to unlock new revenue streams,
and minimizing revenue leakage.
An intelligent billing platform provides a look into the inner
workings of your product’s financial performance—helping
you identify areas of leakage and respond rapidly to plug them.
Intelligent billing can also empower you to monetize emerging
business opportunities and speak confidently with your
organization’s internal stakeholders regarding where
best to allocate resources to keep profits growing.
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DID YOU KNOW?

CUSTOMER RETENTION
Maximize engagement and reduce churn
by zeroing in on what customers use your
product for.
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It’s been estimated that half of paying customers log onto their
SaaS service less than once a month. For product leaders who
want to keep customers engaged, it’s crucial to maintain an
understanding of which aspects of your product customers
are using and which ones they’re not.
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Knowing what exactly it is users want out of your product is
key to driving adoption, optimizing your platform’s usefulness,
and ensuring it remains the go-to solution of its kind for your
customers. Intelligent billing provides you with important
information that can be used to reduce churn and maximize
customer retention.

Its costs seven times more to acquire a new
customer than to retain an existing one2
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USAGE-BASED PRICING +
INTELLIGENT BILLING
An intelligent billing platform can seamlessly integrate into your
existing workflows without disrupting your current processes or
customer experience. Meanwhile, enhanced insights provide
value and cost benefits across the entire organization. From
enabling your CFO to reduce expenditures, to better-informing
marketing and sales teams around customer usage trends and
behavior, to influencing product roadmap decisions—intelligent
billing empowers your organization to speed time-to-market
and drive more revenue.
Gotransverse’s intelligent billing platform provides these
critical insights and others that you can use to turn your
back-end operations into a competitive advantage.
Our dynamic billing and agile monetization solutions integrate
with your existing toolsets so that you can respond rapidly to
emerging requirements and needs. With Gotransverse, you
gain full visibility into revenue streams, helping you realize
operational cost savings through automating
manual processes.

Want to learn more?
Request a demo today.

This frees up your team to
focus on what’s most important:
driving your product forward.
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